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THE ULTIMATE UNDERDOGS
We are long-time comic fans who want to see more lesser known cre-
ators share some amazing stories with other long-time/newbie comic 
fans and geeks!  We are the ultimate underdogs and we are hungry, 
really hungry. Like, we haven’t eaten in weeks, because we rather 
making comics hungry.  

Amazing Action Comics™ is a team of creators who spotlight undiscov-
ered talent and provide a platform to showcase their work.  This 
doesn’t mean we skip on quality in any way at all.  WE LOVE COMICS! 
So, we think you may enjoy some of ours.  We know there are more sto-
ries out there waiting to be discovered.  With your help we can make 
that happen.  

Take a look through the following pages and see if something tickles 
your fancy. Then contact your retailer ad nauseam about pre-ordering 
your title(s).  Finally, tell everyone you know on social media what you 
ordered, so more people can contact their retailers and maybe, just 
maybe, we will be able to feed some hungry creators.  Oh, we can 
dream.

www.amazingactioncomics.com
/amazingactioncomicspublishing          /amazingactionc          /amazing_action_comics
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Project: Shadow Breed is a sci-fi action roller-coaster of a ride with a scientific twist on classic 
horror monsters. When the US military hired SinTech to create a pack of werewolf super sol-
diers, they expected a highly trained killing unit. What they didn’t expect to create was 
Marrok! Broken free from the program at the SinTech facility by Leroy Walsh, the man assigned 
to train him as a solo operative, the two unlikely heroes find themselves taking shelter in an 
abandoned church just outside the city of Seattle. After seeking justice for the innocent killed 
and injured during a terrible shooting incident in downtown Seattle, Marrok and Leroy uncover 
the truth about who is the truth about who is really running the city and just how far up it goes.
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Writer/Creator: Justin Bartz
Artist: Angel Santiago
Series: On-Going  
Genre: Horror, Action, Sci-Fi 
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Writer/Creator: Jeffrey Scott
Artist/Letters: M. Caffarena
Series: 2 issue mini-series 
Genre: Sci-Fi, Horror 
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A Bartender who’s not taking 
any SH*T from an alien
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Writer Dino Caruso and illustrator Paul Houston, are 
proud to announce the publication of “Courage” - an 
action-packed series with a silver-age feel. Years ago, 
the costumed crime-fighter known as Courage suffered 
defeat at the hands of the nefarious criminal Volatile. 
Unable to cope with failure, the hero retired in dis-
grace. 

Now, years later, he's back and ready to set things 
right.  Drawn in a fun-spirited retro style by Paul Hous-
ton, with playful storytelling by Dino Caruso,  “Cour-
age” is a tale of second chances, redemption and 
teamwork.

Writer/Creator: Dino Caruso
Artist/Letters: Paul Houston
Series: 4 issue mini-series 
Genre: Superhero 
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Writer/Creator: Justin Bartz
Artist/Letters: Julienne Durber
Series: 3 issue mini-series  
Genre: Action, Sci-Fi 

The Red Mistress of Mischief and Mayhem is here! Catch Red Hyena in her own three part minise-
ries “Head Games.” After gracing the pages of issue #4 in Project Shadow Breed, Red finds herself 
hired to steal a crystal skull from a wealthy private collector in San Francisco. Can she get the job 
done before Rock Jaw or someone else steals it first?

Mistress o
f Mischief and Mayhem
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2021 CUSTOMER CHECKLIST AND ORDER FORM
(Fill out the checklist below and return to your local comic shop to get all your AMAZING comics!)

Available 8/2021

___ Project: Shadow Breed #1

Available 9/2021

___ Project: Shadow Breed #2
___ Drunkard Out of Space #1 (of 2)

Available 10/2021

___ P___ Project: Shadow Breed #3
___ Drunkard Out of Space #2 (of 2)

Available 11/2021

___ Project: Shadow Breed #4

Available 12/2021

___ Project: Shadow Breed #5
___ Red Hyena #1 (of 3)
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